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Integrating Ontology into Semantic File
Systems
Ba-Hung Ngo, Christian Bac, Frédérique Silber-Chaussumier

Abstract— Semantic file systems enhance standard file systems
with the ability of file searching based on file semantics. In this
paper, we propose to integrate the support for ontologies into a
file system to build efficient semantic file systems whose file
semantics can be shared between users, applications and semantic
file systems themselves. We call it ontology-based file system. We
identify three existing types of file semantics: property-based,
content-based and context-based semantics and adopt multiontology layer approach to enhance file semantic systems with
four file semantic characteristics: file semantic representability,
file semantic extensibility, file semantic standardization, and
interoperability.
Index Terms—File Systems, Semantics, Ontology, Metadata

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he abstract goal of a file system is to store, retrieve, locate,
and manipulate data [1]. Current file systems use files as
information storage units and let users organize them in a
directory hierarchy. The information stored in a file system
may be accessed by browsing directories or by giving an
accurate path name to the file. In both cases, the user has to
remember information about the location of his file. This
organization doesn't scale well to satisfy user's current needs
because of the explosion of the amount of information, the
multiple sources and types of the information that one has to
manage. Recent researches on semantic file systems (SFS) deal
with integrating semantics into file system to enhance it with
the ability to locate information by means of file semantics.
File searching based on file semantics is called semantic-based
searching. In existing SFS, the applications, users and SFS,
called agents, don't share file semantics: each has its own. The
same term will be understood by different agents with different
meanings. On the contrary, two different terms will represent
the same meaning. To solve this, we propose to integrate the
support for ontologies into a file system. This support will help
build efficient SFS where file semantics is shared by all agents.
We found that, the sharing of file semantics increases the
efficiency of SFS in two ways. First, it supports the
interoperability: file semantics created by an agent can be
understood and used by other agents for file searching.
Second, it standardizes file semantics created from different
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agents so that operations on collected file semantics, such as
ranking of searching result to improve the relevance of
searching result, become more precise.
This paper discusses file semantics in section 2, argues the
need of integrating ontology into a file system and proposes an
ontology-based file system model in section 3. Some related
works are presented in section 4. The last section is our
conclusion and future works.
II. FILE SEMANTICS
SFS are based on the principles of information retrieval
systems (IR system) where syntactic and semantic information
of index terms or keywords are extracted from document text
and used to match user information need [2]. However, SFS
collect not only index terms but also other relevant metadata.
The information on which SFS base to provide users with their
file searching service is called file semantics. We have adapted
Dempsey and Heery definition of metadata [3] as follows:
“File semantics is information associated with files which
relieves their potential users of having to have full advance
knowledge of their existence or characteristics. A user might
be a program or a person”. We can point out the existence of
file semantics by classifying them into three levels: propertybased semantics, content-based semantics and context-based
semantics.
Property-based semantics is general, content and context
independent information related to file, such as owner,
creation date, last modified date, file type, directory, name...
SFS create property-based semantics for all files and share it
for all applications and users. The existing SFS [4]-[10] all
support property-based semantics represented by attributes
under the form of pairs name-value where the name exactly
identifies a file property.
Content-based semantics is information obtained by
analyzing file content. Content-based semantics represents
internal organization of file content: roles played by pieces of
content data. The general role, called text, is used to specify all
text in a document. The conventional text-based search tools,
such as Glimpse [11], Google Desktop [12] and Beagle [13]
index terms or keywords in text to provide their searching
services. Text-based searching is also supported in the existing
SFS [4]-[10]. There are others interesting roles to be used for
file searching. In MIT-SFS [4], the roles such as imports,
exports, function can be used for searching objects in files.
MP3 music files can be retrieved with roles as artist, album
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title, and year in LFS [10]. HTML files can be searched for
following characteristics: having heading containing words
“Album” and “Paris”, containing “JPEG” images taken by a
specific camera. In the last example, the heading, image and
camera are the roles played by content data. To represent valid
roles in a file structure, metadata whose syntax and semantics
are defined by an application is usually used.
Context-based semantics is the information about the
interrelated conditions in which a file exists. Context-based
semantics expresses relationships of a file with other subjects:
other files, concepts, persons... It can be the context in the
computer world, such as concurrently accessed files, the user's
current task, any action or data that the user associates with
the file's use in Connections [9]. Context can be connected to
the real world: user's opinion on mp3 music files (exciting,
normal or boring) [10], user’s classification of JPEG files
(family, friend, summer, vacation, wedding, work ...). Contextbased semantics can be obtained from SFS and the application
that manipulates files. For instance, when a file is attached to
an email, its context consists of the sender, the receiver and
the subject of the email. At the receiver side, if the file is
extracted from the email and saved normally, it looses this
context. However, if supported, the file will be saved in SFS
together with its context-based semantics so that the file can be
searched later by the sender, receiver or subject of the email
that it was attached.
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Fig. 1. General semantic file system model.

The existence of file semantics is determined by agents. For
instance, standard file systems usually create file metadata that
can be considered as property-based semantics for all files;
applications can define their own file structures that determine
content-based semantics; application execution context
contains contexts for files handled by the application; users via
applications can assign their opinions to files. We use the
notion concept of file semantics to specify all types of
semantic data that can be created and associated to files
handled by an agent. Each agent has its own concept of file
semantics. To be able to collect file semantics for SFS, one has
to understand the corresponding concept of file semantics.
III. INTEGRATING ONTOLOGY INTO SEMANTIC FILE SYSTEM
The use of file semantics in SFS to provide semantic-based
searching is described in the figure 1. File semantics is
collected by many File Semantic Generators. Depending on
the occurred event and the handled file type, a file semantic
generator is called to collect file semantics. An agent can

define its file semantic generators to collect interesting file
semantics. Usually, SFS define file semantic generators to
collect property-based semantics and content-based semantics
for popular file types. For specific or new file types, only the
application designers know what the content-based semantics
is and how to collect them from the file content. So the
application designers are responsible for defining new file
semantic generators. Similarly, there will be many file
semantic generators supported by applications to collect
context-based semantics in different context. Although
collected from different sources, all file semantics is finally
stored together in a Semantic Store in a structure that is
convenient for Semantic Search Engine to explore and provide
users with semantic-based searching via a User interface.
Effective semantic-based searching should provide general
information system characteristics as file semantic
representability, file semantic extensibility, interoperability
and file semantic standardization.
The file semantic representability implies that SFS have to
use methods for file semantic representation. In IR systems,
the meaning of index terms or keywords is interpreted by
users. IR systems are based on pattern-matching principle.
They do not assure that same terms in user query and in the
searching result have the same meaning. SFS should overcome
this with a mechanism that controls the meanings of the terms
in SFS. File semantic representability is essential in SFS.
The file semantic extensibility requires that new concept of
file semantics can be added to SFS without modifying or
reconfiguring the structure of SFS. In the first step, SFS
integrate some built-in concepts of file semantics such as
property-based semantics, content-based semantics of some
popular file types or context-based semantics for popular
applications. Next, to provide file semantics of new
applications, SFS should extend predefined semantics. So SFS
have to be extensibility.
The interoperability requires that file semantics created by
an application, once collected by SFS, can be understood and
used by other agents without prior communication. This can be
done if the concept of file semantics is understood by the
agents using it. So SFS should provide mechanisms to publish
and share file semantics between all agents in the system.
The file semantic standardization requires that the
appearance of the same file semantics in different concepts of
file semantics has to be recognized. It means that the same
concept that appears in different agents must have the same
meaning. File semantic standardization makes the searching
result become more relevant.
In order to provide an effective SFS, we propose to
integrate ontology into SFS. Ontology is a representation of a
domain of knowledge. Ontologies are mainly used for
knowledge sharing and reuse across different applications.
Ontology is defined as specifications of representational
vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse (definitions of
classes, relations, functions and other objects) [14]. Ontologies
permit to share meanings of terms to overcome barriers created
140
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by disparate vocabularies, approaches, representations, and
tools in a given domain. Qin and Paling [15] propose the
conversion of controlled vocabularies into ontologies to get
deeper semantics in describing digital objects, both
conceptually and relationally. Ontology can be used in many
application categories, such as common access information
and ontology-based search [16]. Many ontology technologies
have been developed, for example: ontology representation
language (RDF [17], OWL [18], XTM [19]), ontology search
engine (JENA [20], Ontopoly [21]), query language (RDQL
[22], SPARQL [23], TMQL [24]), graphic ontology
representation (Vizigator [25]), ontology editor (Protégé [26]).
L0
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application ontology. In the same way, a File Semantics
Generator has to register its application ontology before
collecting semantic data. Conversely, it is necessary to register
the corresponding ontologies before searching for files. One
could add new application ontologies into Ontology Registry
for extensibility. By browsing Ontology Registry, one agent
can discover the concept of file semantics of other agents. As a
result, Ontology Registry also provides interoperability.
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Fig. 3. Ontology-based semantic file system model.
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Fig. 2. Multi-ontology layer approach for semantic file systems.

In our SFS model, ontology is used to specify concept of
file semantics. For instance, a SFS can use ontology to specify
property-based semantics that he can created for files. A mail
user agent can specify context-based semantics that he can
saved together with attached files by means of ontology.
Usually a concept of file semantics concerns many knowledge
domains and one knowledge domain may be shared by many
applications. We adopt multi-ontology layer approach
proposed by Uschold and Jasper [16] and already used by
Xiao and Cruz [27] to share concept of file semantics. Uschold
and Jasper [16] proved that for sharing ontologies at level Li,
it's required to refer to ontologies at level Li+1. We define two
types of ontologies: domain ontologies and application
ontologies, see the figure 2.
Domain ontologies specify terms and concepts for different
knowledge domains. Application ontology specifies agent's
concept of file semantics by using terms and concepts defined
in shared domain ontologies. All domain ontologies are finally
written in the same ontology representation language. While
ontology representation language helps SFS having the file
semantic representability, the sharing domain ontologies
between application ontologies helps SFS having the file
semantic standardization.
We propose a SFS model that supports multi-layer ontology
approach in the figure 3. This model inserts the new Ontology
Registry component into the general SFS model presented at
the beginning of this section. Ontology Registry maintains
information about the application ontologies and domain
ontologies that have already been registered. A concept of file
semantic is only available in SFS if its application ontology is
registered in Ontology Registry. The domain ontologies must
be inserted in Ontology Registry before being referenced by
141

“The Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web in
which information is given well-defined meaning, better
enabling computers and people to work in cooperation” [28].
The World Wide Web Consortium [29] promotes the Semantic
Web technologies to provide a common framework that allows
data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and
community boundaries. It is based on RDF, which integrates a
variety of applications using XML for syntax and URIs for
naming. While XML is a powerful, flexible syntax for
structured documents, it imposes no semantic constraints on
the meaning of these documents. RDF [17] is for semantics
and provides a powerful framework for supporting the
exchange of knowledge on the Web. OWL [18] provides a
language for defining structured, web-based ontologies which
deliver richer integration and interoperability of data among
descriptive communities. According to Eric Miller, W3C
Semantic Web Activity Leader, "The Semantic Web is made
through incremental changes, by bringing machine-readable
descriptions to the data and documents already on the Web."
[30]. The semantic technologies developed for Semantic Web
such as Semantic Representation Language, Domain
Ontologies for different knowledge domains, Semantic search
engines, ... are good references for designing SFS.
Topic Maps published in the standard ISO/IEC1325 defines
a model for the semantic structuring of knowledge networks.
Topic Maps is designed to manage the information glut, build
valuable information network over any kind of information
resources [31]. Topic maps can be regarded as the
International standard for codification that is the necessary
prerequisite for the development of tools that assist in the
generation and transfer of knowledge [32]. Subjects are the
starting point for Topic Maps. A subject may be a concept,
idea, notion or “anything whatsoever” that is worth of
becoming a topic in a topic maps. A topic describes a subject
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by its three characteristics: topic names – human readable
name for the subject, occurrences - link to information
resources relevant for topic and associations with other topics.
Topic maps can be used as a mechanism to control vocabulary
and to represent taxonomies, thesauri, faceted classification,
synonym rings and authority files [33]. The standard XTM
[19] interchange format for topic maps has been standardized.
A standard schema language for topic maps, called TMCL
(Topic Map Constraint Language) [34] is under development.
Many free topic map engines and tools have been developed
[35]. OKS Samplers is an example of using topic maps for
creating ontologies, instances of ontologies and ontologybased searching [36]. The ontological engineering, open
source topic map software, topic map visualization can
provide a foundation for SFS.
Semantic Desktop deals with transferring the semantic web
consisting of technology, philosophy and people involved to
desktop computers. Sauermann et al. [37] define that “A
Semantic Desktop is a device in which an individual stores all
her digital information like documents, multimedia and
messages. These are interpreted as Semantic Web resources,
each is identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and
all data is accessible and queryable as RDF graph. Resources
from the web can be stored and authored content can be shared
with others. Ontologies allow the user to express personal
mental models and form the semantic glue interconnecting
information and systems. Applications respect this and store,
read and communicate via ontologies and Semantic Web
protocols. The Semantic Desktop is an enlarged supplement to
the user’s memory”. Sauermann et al. [37] also show that
ontology-based file system is one of the building blocks
supporting data and information for Semantic Desktop. SFS
can share with Semantic Desktop the way in which ontological
technologies are used to give meaning to information.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Based on existing semantic file systems and related works,
we identified three types of file semantics: property-based,
content-based and context-based file semantics. Controlling
vocabulary is a major issue of file semantics: it would provide
interoperability between file systems, applications and final
users. In this article, we propose to address this issue in
integrating ontologies into a file system. We explore semantic
file system design and propose a multi-layer ontology
approach. In the next months, we will further investigate the
design of ontology-based file system. In particular we want to
investigate how to reuse and integrate ontology technologies
such as representation languages, domain ontology libraries,
semantic search engines and query languages and provide a
first prototype.
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